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US markets have also recovered 
from their earlier sell-off and are 
now not far from their prior record 
highs. This is not surprising, given 
the strong economy and the strong 
earnings growth that we highlighted 
in our recent seminar. The rest of 
the year will be framed by unfolding 
developments with US interest 

rates. As we have articulated before, we expect rates to 
rise by another 1.5% over the next eighteen months. That 
will take interest rates to in excess of 3%, the highest since 
2008. One of the key reasons for higher rates is the labour 
market. The second chart shows the number of unemployed 
people plotted against the number of job openings in the US 
economy. For the first time in twenty years, there are more 
jobs available than unemployed people able to fill them. This 
should translate into rising wages, and therefore inflation, and 
is something that the US Federal reserve is watching closely. 
A risk to this outlook is the escalating trade war with China, 
which we expect to reduce US GdP growth by 0.2%. Further 
escalations will need to be closely monitored. 

The UK’s FTSE 100 Index had a bad 
start to the year, falling by more than 
10% on a combination of a strong 
Pound and rotation out of defensive 
shares (of which the UK has many) 
into more cyclical industries. That 
trend has largely reversed over 
the past quarter, with the FTSE 
recovering most of what it previously 

lost. Much of this recovery has been driven by a change in 
trend of the Pound, which has weakened considerably against 
the dollar in recent months. That has fueled a recovery in both 
the large cap mining and resource shares, as well as some of 
Britain’s large exporters (such as diageo and Unilever) which 
benefit from currency weakness. Despite the higher index, 
the broader UK market remains unattractive, largely for the 
simple reason that real incomes are still falling, as is shown 
in the second chart. Higher inflation has not been matched by 
salary growth, leading to constrained incomes and pressure 
on consumer spending. This is manifesting itself is the closure 
of longstanding UK retail chains, as well as weak food and 
beverage sales. 
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European markets are off their lows, 
but essentially at the same level 
that they were eighteen months 
ago. This is frustrating, as economic 
conditions were improving rapidly 
over the first few months of the 
year. But that momentum has run 
out of steam quickly. The Citibank 
Economic Surprises Index, as 
shown in the second chart, measures whether economic 
data, when released, is better or worse than the market’s 
expectations. Currently, the Index is plunging, which indicates 
that all the data being released is slightly behind expectations. 
It is important to note that this does not signal recession – 
merely that momentum might be slowing down. We are not 
surprised by this. despite a weaker Euro, which is normally 
good for the continent’s larger companies, politics is rearing 
its head again in Italy and Spain, with fresh noises about Euro 
referendums. In addition, the ECB is guiding for a halt in its 
long-standing QE program. This should be good news, but 
when combined with politics, is causing near term angst. We 
still believe that selected European companies are attractive, 
despite these issues. 
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despite Asia being one of the 
fastest growing regions, and the fact 
that most markets reached fresh 
all-time highs just a few months 
ago, stock markets in the region 
are under pressure for the same 
reasons plaguing our own market – 
namely rising US interest rates and 
a general exodus from emerging 
markets under those conditions. In addition, and given their 
proximity to China, the escalating trade war between China 
and the US is adding to deteriorating sentiment. It is hard to 
know where this tit-for-tat program will end. Hope that sense 
would prevail now seems optimistic. The market in Singapore 
is down almost 10% from its recent peak, but it mirrors the 
trend across other markets in the region too. Australia has 
held up far better, due to its large mining weight and the 
strength in commodity prices recently. This despite a weak 
local economy and a huge scandal that has rocked their 
banking industry. 
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By mid-March, the 
Pound had almost 
recovered all its Brexit-
related losses against 
the US dollar, and the 
trend was firmly positive 
for the British currency. 

How quickly it can change. As we articulated 
in our recent seminar, US interest rates are 
rising, whilst those in the UK are forecast to 
remain unchanged, mainly due to the weak 
economy due to Brexit. This has given fresh 
impetus to the US dollar, which has rallied 
strongly in recent months. We see no reason 
for the immediate trend to change, especially 
given rising trade wars and the consequent 
flight to safety from global investors.
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The chart alongside 
shows that changes in 
the US dollar / Pound 
Exchange rate are 
due almost entirely 
to strength in the US 
dollar, not weakness in 

the Pound per se. despite fractious relations 
with the EU and stalled negotiations on exit 
terms, the exchange rate between the two 
regions remains remarkably stable. On both 
sides, there is the prospect of monetary 
tightening (higher interest rates in the UK and 
a stop to QE in Europe), but both are uncertain 
due to unconvincing economic growth. 
Consequently, we expect the exchange rate to 
remain within its current band. 

gBp vs eUr
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the US would normally 
not be a conducive set 
of circumstances for 
currencies reliant on 

commodity exports, such as Australia. Yet 
the currency has remained strong, albeit with 
a little weakness creeping in more recently. 
We ascribe this to strong commodity prices – 
especially oil – which is providing a temporary 
boost – but the risk of slowing global growth, 
and China’s consumption of commodities is 
growing. Weakness in the Australian dollar 
will be a sure sign that the trade war is taking 
its toll. 
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disney - “The difference in winning 
and losing is most often not 
quitting.”

In the year 1923, Walt disney set 
up the disney Brothers Cartoon 
Studio in California and signed with 
New York distributer, M.J. Winkler. 
A few years after making a cartoon 
called Alice’s Wonderland, Walt 
learnt a very big lesson, “Always 
read the contract!” He discovered 
that his distributer had gone behind 

his back and signed up all his animators. He thus 
had no rights to any of his successful cartoons. From 
that moment on, Walt disney ensured that he owned 
everything that he made. This painful lesson may well 
be the reason why the company is where it is today. 
The first electronic television was invented in 1927 and 
Mickey Mouse was born in 1928. The rest is history.

This article asks why we are still comfortable buying 
disney in a world where technology, and the way in 
which consumers behave, is advancing. Competition, 
especially from Netflix, is fierce. The examples below 
sum up the pace of change bought on by technological 
innovation:

• AIrBNB - The world’s largest accommodation 
provider, owns no real estate

• ALIBABA – The world’s most valuable retailer, has 
no inventory

• BITCOIN – The world’s biggest bank, has no physical 
cash

• FACEBOOK – The world’s most popular media 
owner, creates no content

• UBEr – The world’s largest taxi company, owns no 
vehicles

• INSTAGrAM – The world’s most valuable photo 
company, sells no cameras

• SPOTIFY – The world’s most valuable music 
company, owns no Cds or vinyl

In disney’s case:
• NETFLIX – The world’s largest digital media & 

entertainment company, owns no cinemas and is 
based solely on the internet.

Netflix is all about combining innovation and disruptive 
technology, allowing customers to watch what they want, 
when they want, on whatever device they want. At one 

stage it was posting 190,000 rental dVds per day. As the 
internet grew, it switched across to live-streaming movies 
where it has enjoyed huge success with 125 million 
global subscribers as of April. Last month, Netflix‘s share 
price hit a record high. It is currently (June) worth $10.5 
billion more than disney, with a market capitalization of 
$170 billion. At this point most investors would be asking 
why are we not switching from Disney into Netflix, a-la-
Betamax to VHS?

In order to answer this question, let us consider various 
factors. First and foremost, is the valuation reasonable? 
i.e. are current share prices cheap or expensive? The 
Price/Earnings (P/E) ratio is one of the most widely used 
tools for stock selection. It is calculated by dividing the 
current share price by its earnings per share (EPS). 
Another way to understand the P/E ratio is to say how 
many years of earnings will it take to recover the price 
that I am paying for the share today?  A high PE indicates 
that investors are paying a high price for the share and 
vice-versa. disney trades on a reasonable 16x P/E whilst 
Netflix trades on an eye-watering 233x P/E (So in our 
alternative language, it will take disney 26 years to earn 
sufficient profits to recover the current price, whereas it 
will take Netflix 233 years to do the same!

Secondly, despite both companies being worth over $150 
billion, disney’s revenue of $55 billion is approximately 
5x greater than that of Netflix. Thirdly, Disney also pays 
out a modest dividend, resulting in a yield of 1.5%. The 
Harvard House philosophy is based upon the generation 
of income and the successful compounding of surplus 
income for further growth. Whilst the earnings of Netflix 
are impressive, it pays no dividend, and has no intention 
to do so. We all know what stratospheric valuations 

Is dIsneY sTIll relevAnT
In A World WITh neTflIx?
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eventually come back down to earth. It is just 
a question of time. Netflix has to grow profits 
exponentially for years to justify its current 
price, let alone push the price any higher. So, 
on all of our basic valuation metrics, disney is 
superior to Netflix. 

Now let us look at Walt disney’s competitive 
advantage and sustainability. disney was 
voted the strongest and most powerful brand 
in the world this year followed by Visa, Ferrari, 
Neutrogena, Facebook, LEGO & Google. Why 
is this important? Brand equity is considered 
to be an intangible asset which is ultimately 
determined by consumers’ perception of 
the brand and this contributes to the overall 
valuation of a company. It follows that a well-known 
brand will generate far more revenue simply from brand 
recognition than a lesser known brand. disney’s ability 
to cross-sell its products and services is self-fulfilling. 
Take “Frozen” as an example. My kids watched the 
movie, have the dVd, wear the clothes, sings the songs, 
watched it at disney-on-Ice and its humour is pitched at 
adults too, a win-win for all. We see its brand strength as 
an extremely defensive characteristic that has and will 
last for decades to come. 

However, is disney’s content still relevant? One only 
has to look at the success of “Black Panther”, launched 
in 2017 to realize that Walt Disney have their finger on 
the pulse in this digital age. It took 26 days to pass $1 
billion in global box-office sales, off a budget of just 
$300m budget. Amazingly, Star Wars took a full week 
longer and its US appeal is the strongest of any movie in 
the past 10 years. This year, Disney’s “Avengers: Infinity 
War” broke the records for both the domestic (US sales 
only) and worldwide opening weekend box-office sales, 
generating $898 million – in one weekend! Furthermore, 
it was given a rare 30-day extension in China which 

bodes well in a market offering huge growth potential. 
These 2 films have generated a combined $3.3 billion 
in ticket sales alone for disney, proof that the company 
remains as relevant as ever.

Nonetheless, the media business is only one leg of the 
expansive disney empire.  In 2011, Media comprised 
70% of the company’s operating income. That is now 
just 47%. Investors have historically focused on the 
Media segment but may now be under-estimating the 
contributions made from the Studio and Parks & resorts 
businesses which have risen in operating profit from 
$618 million & $1.5 billion in 2011 to $2.3 billion (+280%) 
& $3.8 billion (+140%) respectively in 2017.

disney’s theme parks rank amongst the Top 10 in the 
world, and 8 out of 10 people who visited a theme park 
in 2017 went to Disney. That is five times higher than 
its nearest rival, Universal Studios. disney’s visitors 
spent $18.42 billion at the parks last year alone! 
Entertainment is still about experiences and building life-
long relationships with its audience is sealed with each 
visit to one of the global parks.

dIsneY: ConTrIBUTIon To operATIng InCome
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Imperial Brands

Interim results released on the 9th 
of May were followed by comments 
from the CEO that the company 
continues to strengthen its position 
in their priority markets coupled 
with market share gains in their 
growth brands (davidoff, Gauloises 
Blondes, JPS, West, Fine, News, 
Winston, Bastos, Lambert & Butler 
and Parker & Simpson. These are 
quality brands with broad consum-

er appeal that are generating an increasing proportion 
of volume and revenue). Overall volume declines were 
expected by the market, but at -2.1% it was still a better 
result relative to the broader industry which contracted 

by -5.7% over the same period. As the number of brands 
within their portfolio decline, the company is able to fo-
cus on its strongest brands. This has resulted in volume, 
market share and revenue growth. 

Another key area of focus remains the Next Generation 
Products (NGP) portfolio, with the company continuing 
to develop their pipeline of innovations. Imperial is aim-
ing for these NGPs to become a meaningful part of their 
future revenue and profit growth. The next phase of in-
novation within NGPs is that of nicotine salts. The initial 
rollout across the USA, UK, France, Germany and rus-
sia has had a positive consumer response.

Given their focus to streamline the product range, a 
number of brands and products will be sold over the 
next 2 years, potentially realizing £2 billion. This cash 

What is disney’s strategy going forward to remain 
relevant and compete? The future lies in content 
rather than technology. Hence it is currently involved 
in a bidding war with rival Comcast to acquire rupert 
Murdoch’s 21st Century FOX studio & cable networks. 
This is purely about acquiring high quality content, with 
Fox’s stake in streaming service, Hulu (which has 20 
million subscribers), a prized asset to rival Netflix. It is 
worth mentioning that Comcast may triple their debt-
pile to $170 billion, if their all-cash offer is successful, 
according to Moody’s, whereas disney’s current bid will 
be paid for in shares. The recent AT&T-Time Warner 
merger at $85 billion promises to re-shape the industry. 
disney has just increased their offer to try and outsmart 
Comcast, and it appears that disney have triumphed. 

As a result of On-demand or direct to Customer (dTC) 
services being the engine of future growth, last year 
disney repositioned it television division by offering 
future sports, movies and television programmes 
directly to consumers i.e. via live-streaming, and in 
so doing, competing head-on with Netflix. Firstly, it 
acquired 75% of BAMTech, to provide the backbone for 
live-streaming. BAMTech is the digital arm behind Major 
League Baseball but its clients, like Eurosport, own the 
rights to events such as the Olympics. Secondly, by 
launching the ESPN+ streaming app alongside its cable 
TV counterpart, consumers can watch over 10 000 live 
regional, national & international games and events 
incl. Major League Baseball, National Hockey League, 
Soccer, Grand Slam tennis to name a few. Consumers 
can watch sport on their tablets, mobile phones and 
the app may well become the destination of choice to 
view all sports content as the globe becomes more tech 
savvy.

Thirdly, using BAMTech’s technology, disney will be 
launching a “branded streaming service” which will 
include offerings from its Pixar, Lucasfilm, Marvel and 
Disney Studios. This will compete directly with Netflix 
who are currently streaming disney content via a license 
agreement. Disney is gradually removing its Netflix 
content and the likes of Jaws, Star Wars, Beauty & the 
Beast and Toy Story will no longer be available to Netflix 
customers.  Other technology heavyweights are adding 
to the fight against the dominance of Netflix. Their 
combined efforts will no doubt keep Netflix in check 
down the line and add risk and/or pressure to its long-
term growth trajectory. That is one of the reason for our 
caution on its valuation. 

In conclusion, we believe that Walt disney will remain 
a high-quality, steady-growth, defensive share for 
many years to come and hence we continue to add 
it to portfolios at current valuations. Its valuation is 
well below that of the broader S&P Index, so despite 
the recent rally, it is still not expensive. The business 
remains strong especially when viewed as a whole and 
its growth will continue to come from its diverse revenue 
streams. This formula has allowed disney to deliver 
above inflation returns for decades and we don’t feel 
that is about to change anytime soon. The recent moves 
to compete with the likes of Netflix illustrate its ability 
to adapt and remain as relevant as ever. While it may 
indeed happen that Netflix share price action remains 
more impressive for some time to come, Walt disney’s 
valuation offers investors a much better “sleep well at 
night” option, without ignoring where the future is going. 
It is a company that has certainly walked the talk, neatly 
summed up by Walt disney’s quote, “If you can dream 
it, you can do it.” 

CompAnY snIppeTs

roy
Lamb
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will be used to either redeem debt or reinvested for fu-
ture growth. Management spoke of a tough but improv-
ing trading environment but expected a stronger second 
half of the year as further market share gains and im-
proved product/price mix momentum flowed through to 
the bottom line. The company is targeting 10% dividend 
growth which we think is solid in current market condi-
tions. 

At a recent consumer conference, the CFO reaffirmed 
their dividend strategy which is nothing new but is im-
portant given that the stock is currently yielding over 
6%. Furthermore, the CFO reiterated that the dividend 
can easily be funded from internal cash flows and is 
not reliant on asset sales. On their combustible busi-
ness (normal cigarettes), management commented that 
prospects had improved as growth brands have grown 
from 40% to 60% of their overall portfolio with market 
share improving from 11% to 17%. For NGPs, 85% of 
the world’s smokers do not currently consume a product 
from Imperial Brands so the company feels this gives 
them a lot of upside to expand market share further. 

Like BAT, Imperial has been weak of late, and is cur-
rently trading well off its highs of £40. Yet, growth in both 
profits and dividends is solid, and the share offers an 
attractive yield, especially in face the face of persistently 
low interest rates in the UK. Given an unattractive local 
economy for UK listed stocks, we believe that global ex-
porters are a secure and safe harbor until there is more 
clarity on Brexit. 

Anheuser Busch InBev

ABI reported Q1 2018 results in early May. revenues 
grew +4.7%, but EPS fell marginally to $0.72, due to cur-
rency impacts. Highlights for the period included growth 
in beer volumes led by Mexico, Argentina, Columbia and 
China; global brand revenue growth in excess of 10% 
outside of their home market; continued margin expan-
sion enhanced by cost savings, and solid plans in place 
for the 2018 FIFA World Cup. 

The company is still expecting strong revenue growth 
ahead of inflation while costs are kept below inflation. 
Some of the comments management remarked on in-
cluded the following: 

1. Our global brands continued to deliver solid results, 
with revenue growth of 7.9% globally and 12.2% out-
side of their respective home markets. These brands 
typically command a premium and contribute higher 
margins when sold outside of their home markets. 

2. Budweiser revenues declined by 1.3% due primarily 
to a soft performance in the US. However, excluding 

the US, Budweiser saw growth of 2.5% driven by 
Brazil, Paraguay, India and South Korea. 

3. Stella Artois delivered double-digit top-line growth, 
led by Argentina, the UK and the US. Corona contin-
ued to lead the way, with revenues up by 25.1% and 
by 40.3% outside of Mexico, fueled by strong results 
from a diverse set of markets.

The very first point highlighted that volumes are still 
growing strongly in the regions that are showing the 
highest population growth, increased disposable income 
and increased beer consumption per capita. This is a 
direct consequence of AB-Inbev’s acquisition of SAB. 
So, although investors are still concerned about declin-
ing market share of Bud Light in the US (mature beer 
markets like the US and Europe have shown to be losing 
market share to spirits and wine), the weak economic 
environment in Brazil and perhaps the high levels of 
debt post the merger, AB-Inbev is still on track to deliver 
meaningful cost synergies from the SAB merger.  93% 
of Group debt has been fixed at an average interest rate 
of 3.7% per year. Furthermore, a large portion of the 
debt has a long maturity profile (in excess of 12 years), 
so there is no near-term cash flow pressure. 

The CEO, Carlos Brito, presented at deutsche Bank’s 
annual consumer conference in Paris and made refer-
ence to the premiumization within the beer market - con-
sumers trading up to the perceived higher quality brands, 
which have a much higher margin than most of the entry 
level products. Furthermore, he felt upbeat on oppor-
tunities for AB-Inbev in emerging markets, particularly 
Latin America and China. regarding the key US market, 
which comprises 25% of their profits, they are moving 
from the value segment to the premium segment, espe-
cially through low-carbohydrate and low-alcohol beers 
that appeal to health-conscious consumers.

When you produce one in every 3 beers consumed in 
the world, it may seem like there is nowhere left to grow. 
But we don’t believe this is the case. Ab-Inbev is reaping 
the benefit of its merger, and we see evidence of syner-
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gies being delivered every time they report. Valuations 
are now compelling too, so despite the issues in Brazil, 
we continue to hold AB-Inbev.

l’oréal

L’Oréal grew its sales for the first quarter of 2018 by 
6.8%, a superb achievement for a company that already 
dominates the global cosmetics industry. A few com-
ments from management include:

1. All the divisions are growing. L’Oréal Luxe has deliv-
ered an impressive performance by accelerating its 
growth, thanks to the power of its four major global 
brands - Lancôme, Yves Saint Laurent, Giorgio Ar-
mani and Kiehl’s - all posting growth of more than 
10%. 

2. The Active Cosmetics division, with double-digit 
growth, is driven by the success of its La roche-

Posay and SkinCeuticals brands, the new impetus 
of Vichy and the dynamism of CeraVe. 

3. The Consumer Products division has begun the 
year with growth that is still moderate and sharply 
contrasted between the regions, with outstanding 
performances in China, a situation that is still diffi-
cult in France, and an improved sell-out in the Unit-
ed States. L’Oréal Paris is notably performing well 
across all its categories. 

4. The gradual transformation of the Professional Prod-
ucts Division is producing its first positive results, 
held back however by the sluggishness of some ma-
jor markets in Western Europe. 

5. In geographic terms, the highlight of the first quarter 
is the return to strong growth in the New Markets, es-
pecially in China, where consumers’ aspirations for 
iconic brands remain as strong as ever. 

6. The Group’s digital acceleration has moved up a 
gear with the acquisition of the Canadian company 
ModiFace, which provides the most innovative tech-
nologies to enhance services and the beauty experi-
ence for all our brands. Furthermore, e-commerce 
sales grew at +33.8% and continue to increase rap-
idly, and now account for 8.8% of sales.

Of key interest to ourselves was the continued growth 
from their e-commerce initiatives, which the company 
has made mention of on several occasions as a ma-
jor growth area. Furthermore, the Asia Pacific region 
showed like-for-like growth of +21.1%. Growth is be-
ing driven by Northern Asia (predominantly China and 
Hong Kong), where all the divisions are growing, with 
a very strong performance by the major brands such as 
Lancôme, Yves Saint Laurent and L’Oréal Paris, which is 
now the leading beauty brand in China. The Active Cos-
metics division’s skincare brands are performing very 
well across the whole zone. In Southern Asia, growth is 
solid, especially in India. The New Markets segment ac-
counts for roughly 40% of group sales and of that 60% 
is derived from Asia Pacific, so L’Oréal is a great way to 

gain exposure to emerging market growth.

A theme that emanated from deutsche’s 
Consumer Conference was that any sec-
tor with China/Emerging Market/Luxury 
exposure is performing well. LVMH, the 
world’s foremost luxury company, com-
mented that there are green lights every-
where and that never before has there 
been such synchronized global strength. 
L’Oréal added to this upbeat tone when 
they commented that the beauty market 
globally was in great shape and said that 
there is upside risk to their assumption of 
5% industry growth for the year.

GEOGrAPHIC SPLIT BY VOLUME

18%

43%

22%

17%

North America Latin America Europe & Africa Asia Pacific

Owing to its roots, The Americas still account for the bulk of 
volumes, but Ab-Inbev is truly a global company. The merger 
with SAB has opened up new areas of growth.
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The table below contains a short description of various shares that we consider to be solid global companies and 
worthy of inclusion in clients’ portfolios. Whilst many of the companies are household names, some are less familiar. 
The aim of this table is to introduce clients to these companies to broaden your knowledge and understanding 
of how your foreign portfolio is positioned. This list is constantly updated and amended to reflect our broadening 
coverage and changes to our basket due to changes in the economic cycle.

name Country sector description

Altria USA Tobacco Altria is the holding company of Philip Morris, the largest tobacco company 
in the USA, with iconic brands such as Marlboro. due to corporate activity 
over time and its prior investment in SABMiller plc, Altria also holds a non-
controlling stake in AB-Inbev.

Apple USA Consumer 
Electronics

Apple needs no introduction, given that its products are so ubiquitous in our 
daily lives. Its range extends from computers to ipads, phones and watches, 
all reliant and based on their closed operating platform, which encourages 
loyalty to the brand. 

Associated British 
Foods

UK Food & 
retail

One of the UK's leading food manufacturers, with operations across 
agriculture, ingredients, food and sugar (it owns Illovo Sugar in its portfolio.) 
It also owns the very successful Primark retail chain, a value clothing retailer 
with stores across the UK and Europe and the US.

Berkshire 
Hathaway

USA Financials Berkshire Hathaway is the investment company of Warren Buffett. Its core 
operations include insurance and rail assets in America, as well as a host of 
manufacturing operations. It also has a wide portfolio of listed US companies. 

Blackrock Greater 
European 
Investment Trust

UK Investment 
Trusts

Managed by Blackrock, this is a closed-end Fund that invests in Blackrock's 
best ideas across European large cap shares. It is actively managed with a 
spread of between 30 and 40 holdings. 

British Land UK Property The company is one of the UK's leading property companies, with a gross 
portfolio worth over £10 billion. Properties vary from office blocks to shopping 
centres. A solid yield and attractive development pipeline offer stable, long 
term growth.

CapGemini Inc France Technology CapGemini is a global leader in consulting, technology and outsourcing 
services. They combine top of the range technology solutions with deep 
sector expertise to implement IT projects and help clients reap efficiencies. 

Cisco Inc. USA Technology Cisco designs and manufactures IT equipment that forms the backbone of 
modern networks, the internet and how we connect to them. The growth 
in cloud computing is a huge opportunity as more functionality moves into 
cyberspace.

Colgate Palmolive USA Household 
Goods

Colgate is a household name in almost every corner of the world, yet despite 
the prevalence of it's main product, there is still enormous growth in oral 
hygiene as the global population continues to urbanise. In addition to oral 
care, Colgate also has interests in soap and beauty, pet food and household 
cleaning.

diageo plc UK Consumer 
Staples

diageo is one of the world's leading liquor companies. It has superb brands 
across wines, beer and spirits, and is active across the globe. Some of its 
better known brands include Guinness beer, Baileys Irish Cream, Smirnoff, 
Johnny Walker, J&B and Tanqueray. 

General Mills USA Consumer 
Staples

GM is one of the largest food companies in the US, with brands such as 
Cheerio's, Old El Paso, Pillsbury and Haagen dazs. It is expanding into Asia 
and has recently expanded into pet food. It has an uninterrupted 117 year 
history of increasing its dividend.

UndersTAndIng The UnIverse
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name Country sector description

Givaudan Switzerland Fragrances This is not a familiar name to many investors, yet we all use their products 
every day. Givaudan dominates the flavours and fragrances market - their 
products are used in foods, beverages, cosmetics, household goods etc. 
The list goes on. It is a consolidated industry with the top 4 competitors 
accounting for 66% of the industry.

GlaxoSmithKline UK Pharmaceu-
ticals

created by ther merger of several dominant pharmaceutical companies two 
decades ago, GSK has a range of products spanning core pharmaceuticals 
(including prescription medication), vaccines, and consumer healthcare.

Growthpoint 
Australia

Australia Property GOZ is the Australian subsidiary of locally listed Growthpoint Properties. 
It has a growing portfolio of commercial and industrial property across 
Australia, and offers a yield in excess of 6%.

Hammerson plc UK real Estate Hammerson is one of the UK's leading property companies, with a portfolio 
in excess of £10 billion. It has a pure retail portfolio with properties in the 
UK, France and Ireland. The management team is one of the best in the 
industry, and able to navigate the ddemand sof Brexit and the rise of online 
shopping.

Hastings Group 
plc

UK Financials Hastings is based in the UK, and offers direct short term insurance to the 
home, car, van and bike market in that country. OUTSurance is an anchor 
shareholder in the Group. 

Heineken Nether-
lands

Brewing One of the top 5 global brewers. Its "Heineken" brand is one of the true 
global beer brands. Importantly, the company has the best growth profile due 
to its operations in Africa and Latin America. With consolidation underway, 
Heineken stands out as an attractive alternative.

Henderson High 
Income Trust

UK Investment 
Trusts

HHI is a listed investment trust with a focus on generating both a high 
dividend yield and steady capital growth. It invests predominantly in the UK, 
but is allowed to have 20% of its assets elsewhere.

Henkel Germany Industrials Henkel is a stalwart of the German economy, and specialises in three core 
areas - laundry and homecare, Beauty, and Adhesives. Given its 140-year 
history, the Group has operations around the globe, with emerging markets 
comprising 43% of sales.

Honeywell USA Industrials Honeywell is similar to GE - a huge company but with surprising focus. It 
operates in aviation, automation and controls, transportation equipment 
and the manufacture of precision materials. For example, Honeywell makes 
many of the turbos found in modern passenger cars. A strong foundation 
has led to superb earnings and dividend growth. 

Imperial Brands UK Tobacco Imperial Brands (formerly Imperial Tobacco) is a global producer of tobacco 
products. Whilst not as big as British American Tobacco, Imperial has a strong 
franchise and good core brands. recent consolidation in the US and further 
cost cutting bode well for eps growth. The company has a commitment to 
increase its dividend by 10% p.a.

iShares Core High 
dividend ETF

USA Diversified A US-listed ETF that focuses on high dividend yielding companies in the 
S&P 500. It has 75 counters.

iShares Global 
rEIT ETF

USA Property A US-listed ETF that focuses on listed property around the world. The US 
acocunts for 65% of its assets, followed by Australia (7%), Japan (6%) and 
the UK (5%).

iShares Global 
Tech ETF

USA Technology A US-listed ETF focused on technology shares across the world. It has 110 
counters, with 76% invested in the USA.

iShares US 
Pharmaceutical 
ETF

USA Health  
Care

A US-listed ETF focussed on pharmaceutical companies in the US. It has 37 
counters, with exposure to pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.
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name Country sector description

Johnson & 
Johnson

USA Health Care Johnson & Johnson is a familiar name to most investors, given that many use 
its products every day. The company has operations across the healthcare 
industry, from specialised hospital equipment to baby care products. A 
growing population and penetration into new markets offers years of strong 
growth.

Land Securities UK real Estate Land is the largest property rEIT in the UK. Its portfolio consists of prime 
retail property as well as a focussed London portfolio. In total, it has over 
25 million square feet of property. It trades at a significant discount to NAV, 
despite its strong pipeline and good rental growth. 

Las Vegas Sands USA Hotels & 
Gaming

Las Vegas Sands is a global operator of hotels, resorts and casinos. It has 
operations in Las Vegas and Atlantic City, but the bulk of its properties are 
now in Asia - mainly Macau, but also Singapore. 

Lloyds Banking 
Group

UK Financials Lloyds has recovered well from the GFC. It has sold off its TSB operations, 
refocused its domestic business and compensated clients for prior 
indiscretions (pension and insurance mis-selling.) The government has sold 
its entire stake. We expect the dividend profile to rise strongly over the next 
three years, which should be a precursor to a rerating.

L'Oreal France Consumer 
Staples

L'Oreal dominate the beauty industry and is by far the largest company in 
that segment. It has grown via steady acquisition, with many familiar brands 
part of their dominant portfolio. Their brands cater to all income categories, 
men and women, and are foir use at home and in salons.

Luxottica Italy Luxury 
goods

Luxottica designs, manufactures and distributes traditional and designer 
eyewear, and frames. It is also one of the largest manufacturers of 
prescription lenses. It manufactures many brands of sunglasses (its own 
brands and others under licence), and retails them through its Sunglasses 
Hut stores around the world. 

Microsoft USA Technology Microsoft is another technology behemoth that needs no introduction, given 
that most of us use their products every day. A successful change in their 
licencing / billing model and expansion into cloud and internet services has 
enhanced their dominance.

Nestlé Switzerland Consumer 
Staples

Nestle is a truly global company with operations spanning 197 countries. It's 
focus is on nutrition, wellness and health, and a constant flow of innovation. 
Its products are in food, confectionary, ice cream and diary, and pet food. 
Last year it reduced its stake in L'Oréal to focus its attention on skin care.

Newell 
rubbermaid

USA Consumer 
Staples

renowned for their yellow dish-washing gloves, Newell has been around 
for many years, but its portfolio extends far beyond the kitchen sink. It has a 
wide footprint in stationery, baby goods, tools and household care products 
- items we all use every day.

Pandora denmark Luxury 
goods

Pandora is a jewellery manufacturer and retailer, specialising in braclets, 
charms, and necklaces. Its products are extremely popular with teenagers 
and young adults. It has a vertically integrated operation, with 2,200 stores 
around the world. 

Prologis Inc. USA real Estate Prologis is based in the USA and focuses primarily on logistics and 
warehousing property in America, Europe and Asia. It has a portfolio of 2,900 
properties across 21 countries. It has shown good growth in distributions 
recently and offers a compelling yield relative to US-based alternatives.

reckitt Benckiser UK Consumer 
Staples

reckitt Benckiser is a global consumer company producing many of the 
items that stock our grocery and kitchen cupboards. In addition, it also 
produces some over-the-counter medicines. Like Unilever, it has strong 
brands and good growth into new emerging markets.

royal dutch Shell 
B

UK Energy Royal Dutch Shell is an old fashioned oil company. It produces, refines and 
sells oil / petrol across the world. The "B" shares trade at a slightly higher 
price, but are exempt from dividends Tax, which makes them attractive. 
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name Country sector description

rio Tinto plc UK Mining rio Tinto, along with Anglo, BHP Billiton and Glencore, make up the world's 
largest mining companies. rio has a strong presence in coal, iron ore and 
copper. The balance sheet has been repaired leaving the company hugely 
cash generative.

royal Unibrew denmark Brewing Headquartered in denmark, royal Unibrew dominates the beverage market 
in Northern Europe, through its production of beer, malt beverages, soft 
drinks and ciders. Outside of their core makrets, they also have a strong 
presence in Germany, Italy and in major cities in Europe and North America. 

Schroders Asset 
Management

UK Financials Schroders, a leading UK asset management firm, manages assets of £350 
billion. Unlike Aberdeen, it has a more balanced portfolio across developed 
markets with a good spread of both retail and institutional clients. That 
makes it more resilient to market fluctuations.

Simon Property 
Group

USA Property Simon is the largest global property company, with a market capitalisation 
of $60 billion. It is a pure retail fund, with the bulk of its assets (92%) in the 
USA. It has a small, but growing, presence in Europe and Asia.

Singapore 
Telecomms

Singapore Telecoms Singapore Telecomms dominates the fixed line market in Singapore 
(Singapore's Telkom), but also has a strong cellular presence across Asia 
(Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia and Australia), and through its investment 
in Bharti, a presence in growth markets of India and Africa. 

Standard Life 
Aberdeen

UK Financials Standard Life is a UK based life insurer, with a strong global asset management 
presence. It has been very successful in growing its investment business, 
and has exciting options for growth in Asia, specifically India. It has merged 
with Aberdeen Asset Management to bolster its investment operations.

Tencent Holdings Hong Kong Social  
Media

Tencent is the listed subsidiary of locally listed Naspers. It dominates online 
gaming and social chat (wechat) and has successfully demonstrated its 
ability to monetize products. It is constantly innovating and investing in 
new technologies - the latest being banking - to further dominate the online 
presence in China and Asia.

Unibail rodamco France Property Unibail rodamco is Europe's largest property company, with a focus mainly 
on retail properties across continental Europe. It has superb assets and a 
well regarded management team that continues to extract value and deliver 
growth, despite the weak environment. The high yield adds to the appeal.

Unilever plc UK Consumer 
Staples

Unilever is a global consumer company producing many of the items that 
stock our grocery and kitchen cupboards. It has strong brands which are 
being extended into new categories (dove soap to deodorant for example). 
The push into new emerging markets offers plenty of growth.

Visa Inc. USA Financials VISA is a household name across the world and is synonymous with global 
payment systems for credit and debit cards. It is based in the US, where 
profits still dominate, but its reach extends to almost every corner of the 
world.

Vodafone UK Telecoms Vodafone is the parent company of locally listed Vodacom. It is one of the 
largest telecoms operators in the world, with direct operations in Europe, 
Africa, India and Australia, and associate operations across the North 
America, Asia, and Brazil.

Walmart Stores USA retail Walmart needs little introduction. It is one of the world's largest retailers, and 
drove the wave of mass merchandising across the USA. It generates the 
bulk of its profits from America, but also has operations in Mexico, the UK, 
and a stake in locally-listed Massmart. 

Walt disney Inc USA Media disney is a household name across the world, famous for its enduring 
family-orientated proggramming and theme parks. It has recently opened 
disneyLand Shanghai, which promises to be hugely popular. It's movie and 
TV offering remains sound, with a solid pipeline of new and exciting content. 
disney also owns the Star Wars franchise, with the latest movie currently on 
the circuit and breaking all records. 
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name Country sector description

Wells Fargo & Co USA Financials Wells Fargo is one of the oldest financial services groups in the USA, and 
is often depicted in old western movies. It is a retail bank with operations 
across the US, spread across retail and corporate banking, along with 
ancillary services such as insurance and investments. It does not have an 
investment banking division.

Yum! Brands USA Fast Food Yum! is the owner of the KFC, Pizza Hut and Taco Bell global fast food 
chains. 
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disclaimer:
The information contained in this newsletter comes from sources believed to be reliable, but Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd , Harvard 
House Financial Services Trust, and Harvard House, Chartered Accountants (collectively known as the Harvard House Group), do not warrant its completeness 
or accuracy.  Opinions, estimates and assumptions constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  Past performance 
is not indicative of future results.  This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Any investor who 
wishes to invest with the Company should seek additional advice from an authorized representative of the firm. The Company accepts no liability whatsoever 
for any loss or damages whatsoever and howsoever incurred, or suffered, resulting, or arising, from the use of this newsletter. The contents of this newsletter 
does not constitute advice as contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (FAIS) of 2002.
 

 
Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd*, Licence no: 675  
Harvard House Financial Services Trust*, Licence no: 7758
Harvard House Insurance Brokers*, License no.  44138
Harvard House, Chartered Accountants
* Authorised financial service providers in terms of FAIS (2002)

The final word

For more information on the range of products and 
services offered by Harvard House Investment 
Management and its associated companies (including 
Harvard House, Chartered Accountants), or for any 
financial advice, please contact the Company at:

hArvArd hoUse groUp
G 3 Harvard Street, Howick, 3290, South Africa

+ P.O. Box 235, Howick, 3290, South Africa

( +27 (0) 33 330 2164

7 +27 (0) 33 330 2617

@ admin@hhgroup.co.za

W www.hhgroup.co.za

conTacT dETaILS:

“Your health insurance doesn’t pay for heartburn. You need fire 
insurance for that.”


